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To combat the ongoing Covid-19 pandemic, many new ways have been proposed on how to automate the process of finding
infected people, also called contact tracing. A special focus was put on preserving the privacy of users. Bluetooth Low Energy
(BLE) as base technology has the most promising properties, so this survey focuses on automated contact tracing techniques
using BLE. We define multiple classes of methods and identify two major groups: systems that rely on a server for finding
new infections and systems that distribute this process. Existing approaches are systematically classified regarding security
and privacy criteria.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Since the beginning of the year 2020, Covid-19 has turned into a global pandemic challenging both healthcare
systems as well as democratic institutions [18, 31, 60, 119]. To mitigate its spreading, social and economic life
was shut down in affected areas [118]. Tools often used in the past for containing diseases have proven to be not
effective enough to deal with this quickly spreading, highly infectious and deadly virus [46, 112]. Therefore, new
methods are developed to mitigate the pandemic such as to automate manual contact tracing done by health
authorities (HAs) to speed up the process of discovering new infections. Early systems implemented by Singapore,
South Korea or Israel either used more data than necessary to fulfill the task or revealed private information to
the public [60, 113, 119]. There are also concerns about an increase of discrimination of socio-economic or ethnic
groups through the adoption of automatic contact tracing (ACT) [72]. In many countries, nationwide adoption
of ACT applications cannot be enforced by the state [2, 32, 43, 66]. To ensure great effectiveness it is therefore
essential that citizens trust the ACT system enough to participate voluntarily. System designs that send detailed
location or contact histories to a government-run central entity without any privacy protection might look more
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effective in the beginning. But societies will require transparent processes and data protection in exchange for
their participation in the system.

Many privacy-preserving ACT systems have been proposed, but threats to privacy and security are manifold.
To compare the different currently discussed approaches we first provide background knowledge, discuss base
technologies, and introduce privacy definitions to assess and classify the various models.

The goal of this survey is to provide a general overview of different types of approaches for ACT with a focus
on privacy. As the majority of real-world ACT applications are based on Bluetooth Low Energy, especially those
with user privacy as a design goal, we will concentrate on approaches using this technology. Some notable
examples for system designs that utilize other tracing methodologies are also included. We identify two larger
groups and several subgroups of architectures for ACT. We discuss shortcomings of each subgroup and problems
common to all contact tracing systems based on this technology. In the following section, contact tracing and
attacker models are introduced, as well as definitions that are used throughout the paper. In Section 3, ACT
systems are discussed where an essential part of of the process, the risk evaluation, is run by a central server.
We present approaches where results are revealed to the server and ideas how server-based computation can be
secured using cryptographic tools. Section 4 turns towards approaches where risk assessment is done on clients,
thereby decentralizing trust and computation. Here, central servers are mostly used for relaying messages. We
classify broadcast, targeted broadcast and direct messaging ACT systems. Additional features for ACT systems
and functional considerations are discussed in Section 5. Section 6 deals with common security issues and threats
against privacy. We conclude with a summary in Section 7.

2 CONTACT TRACING
Before we can discuss new designs and approaches to ACT, it is first necessary to introduce contact tracing in
general.

2.1 Traditional Contact Tracing
Finding new cases by figuring out who had been in contact with a diagnosed patient has been used in the past
for various diseases like HIV, SARS, or Ebola [42, 128]. Both in theory and in practice it has proven to be a useful
tool for containing epidemics. Stochastic modeling was used in [42, 63, 128] to evaluate the efficiency of contact
tracing, showing that the rate at which new infections are discovered cannot be considerably lower than the
rate at which the infection spreads [42]. A direct requirement for contact tracing following this finding is that
possible contacts are notified as fast as possible so they do not infect others. Manual contact tracing is especially
difficult for airborne diseases like SARS, MERS or Covid-19 [42]. This is due to the fact that random encounters
are complicated to notify as the diagnosed person can then oftentimes not provide information about all relevant
contacts.

2.2 Automated Contact Tracing
To ensure that warnings are delivered quickly to people who are at risk and to be able to notify random encounters,
it has become desirable to improve existing manual systems with modern technology in order to stop the Covid-19
pandemic [46]. In many countries smartphone apps are discussed for this purpose. These inform users of past
close encounters with people that were later diagnosed as infected. This allows fast testing and quarantine.

2.2.1 Early Research. Early research into the direction of automated disease transmission tracking was done by
the FluPhone project [48]. The goal was to better understand and predict the influenza epidemic and how people
alter their behaviour in response. As part of the project a field trial was conducted [130], in which participants
downloaded an app onto their phone that checked for other devices in proximity using Bluetooth. For detecting
phones close by, the FluPhone project built upon Haggle [110], a design for ad-hoc networks using Bluetooth.
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Information about encounters of devices was sent to a central server using mobile data. GPS measurements
were used to improve results. Participants reported symptoms using the app to determine if these indicated an
influenza infection. The system also had the capability of marking devices as infected which could subsequently
contaminate other users’ devices they encountered based on probabilistic calculations.

Since then research in the field of ACT has been slow but steady [4, 47, 67, 76, 91, 99, 107, 108, 131, 132]. Besides
the flu, other epidemics such as SARS, the swine flu, MERS, Ebola, H1N1 and Zika moved into focus. With the
2020 Covid-19 pandemic, many new approaches were proposed and implemented. The first country to roll out a
full ACT application for Covid-19 was Singapore with TraceTogether [55].

2.2.2 Adoption and Public Perception. For ACT to be successful, a wide spread adoption is needed. Simulations
evaluating the effectiveness of ACT use adoption rates from 40% [93] and 53% [75] to 56% [62] of the population.
It has been suggested by some authors that these numbers should not be understood as hard limits, as apps do
not become useless at lower adoption rates but rather less effective [94]. In another study Kretzschmar et. al. [74]
find that ACT is more effective than manual contact tracing, even if only 20% of the population use the tracing
app. This effectiveness derives from the shorter delay of notifying contacts compared to the manual approach of
interviewing a patient and then calling their previous contacts via telephone.

One factor impacting adoption is public perception. Systems perceived as surveillance are seen as less trustwor-
thy and people are less inclined to install the corresponding ACT app on their devices [16]. Some states, such as
China, have therefore made the use of the local ACT app a requirement for using public transit and participating
in public life [29]. For most countries, this is not an option as such measures spark serious concerns regarding
civil liberties and discriminate against people without a modern smartphone [2, 32, 66].

2.2.3 Usability. Usability also has to be taken into account when talking about adoption rates of ACT systems. A
study by Trang et al. [120] shows that users who are educated about the benefits for themselves and for society
are more likely to adopt it. Due to many apps being voluntary to use, the study finds that an intrinsic motivation
for using ACT apps is an important factor for its penetration. Another usability requirement often formulated is
that the ACT app should not drain too much power from the smartphone as people might uninstall it for this
reason [54]. Also users should not be disturbed by the application and it should therefore be capable of running in
the background without the need to open the app regularly [54]. A similar requirement is automatic processing of
data without user interaction, as well as refraining from having users perform manual tasks that are error-prone
and time-consuming such as entering a long number read out over telephone [41]. Usability requirements from
the HAs side are that an ACT system should allow them to automate as many tasks as possible or delegate them
towards medical staff conducting tests [41]. For this purpose redundant and various communication channels
from the HA to the app users are necessary so that additional information can be spread effectively and quickly.

2.2.4 Relationship to Manual Contact Tracing. It has been discouraged to consider ACT as replacement for
manual contact tracing [54, 101]. ACT systems might be faster, more scalable and once installed less costly.
But the manual approach has been proven to be effective in past epidemics, is already in place and provides
rich human-to-human interaction. Human contact tracers are also capable of detecting non-direct methods of
transmission through questions. For this purpose, they require an infected user’s location history to trace potential
contacts. Some apps are specifically designed to support manual contact tracing processes [19, 54, 105, 107, 116].
ACT systems deployed to combat Covid-19 are generally used in combination with existing procedures.

2.2.5 Dual-Use. One hope connected to the deployment of ACT systems has often been that lockdowns will be
shortened and life will return back to normal [10]. But what means are acceptable to achieve this goal? Some
states use the pandemic to employ systems that might later prove to be capable of dual-use [60, 72, 113, 119].
In contrast, many new ideas how ACT systems can be designed without becoming part of the surveillance
infrastructure have been proposed and rolled out. This survey discusses a variety of these ideas.
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Fig. 1. During contact collection, each user stores the pseudonyms of all devices that are in proximity. These pseudonyms
can be used to notify close contacts in case of a subsequently detected infection.

2.3 Sensors
An important part of ACT is determining which users got into close contact for at least a duration that makes
disease transmission possible. Smartphones have been the main focus for ACT systems since they are widespread
and provide a variety of sensors that can be used for co-location detection. In the following, smartphone sensors
are presented and discussed which allow co-location detection or distance measurements between users.

2.3.1 Bluetooth. During the last years, Bluetooth has emerged as a useful technology for measuring the proximity
between devices. First approaches to positioning and proximity detection using Bluetooth (especially indoors)
were presented by [59, 73, 90, 106, 133]. These works use the receiver signal strength indicator (RSSI) to measure
distance between receiver and transmitter and thereby derive relative or absolute location information. Raghavan
et al. [100] were able to show that Bluetooth version 2.0 can be used for localization with an error of less than 45cm.
Liu et al. [81, 82] demonstrated that Bluetooth is efficient for detecting face-to-face interactions by providing a
model for estimating distance using RSSI readings. Bluetooth has the problem that it is an active protocol where a
connection is established between the two parties before any payload can be exchanged. This potentially hinders
an effective exchange of messages due to the added complexity of the connection establishment. Additionally,
since devices advertise themselves, they signal to possible attackers where to find an activated interface. This can
then be exploited using known vulnerabilities such as Bluefrag [117].

2.3.2 Bluetooth Low Energy. Bluetooth specification 4.0 introduced Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE), an energy-
efficient, short-range variant of classic Bluetooth [34]. These two are not inter-operable. In 2020, both Bluetooth
and BLE have a high adoption rate, as 100% of new smartphones support both standards [14]. Due to its battery
saving properties, BLE was adapted for positioning and proximity detection [44, 45, 87, 104] and is especially
interesting for mobile use cases. Bertuletti et al. [11] were able to reduce the error of BLE-based location
measurements to less than 40 cm. Similarly to distance measurements for classic Bluetooth, the RSSI is hereby
used to determine the distance between sender and receiver. Different models for signal propagation can be
employed for this purpose, e. g., the exponential or the polynomial model.
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To transmit data over BLE, a device sends broadcast packets during each of its advertisement intervals to the
three available channels. Recipients use the scanning mode to listen for such advertisement packets [13]. During
each scanning window, they record transmissions. Scanning can be conducted either actively or passively. The
prior allows the scanning device to request additional data from the advertiser. In the passive mode, devices
do not establish a connection between each other. Instead, scanning devices simply extract information from
broadcast messages. The original use case of BLE broadcast messages are periodic sensor readings, but each
BLE-capable device can be configured to advertise such short data packets as well. A device does not scan and
advertise at the same time. The durations for both advertising and scanning windows are configured locally for
the device. Timings of these scans have to be considered so that each device has reasonable chances to see all
others and can also be seen [79].
Combined with being more energy efficient, passive scanning makes BLE more suitable than Bluetooth for

co-location detection and distance measurements. BLE was therefore widely adopted as technology to realize ACT.
In BLE-based ACT, users continuously transmit pseudonyms via broadcast messages to everyone nearby (see
Figure 1). These messages can be received and recorded by other users. If a person is diagnosed, the pseudonyms
they have seen in the past (as well as the distance to them) are used to identify their random encounters.
One shortcoming of BLE for proximity detection and contact tracing is the large variability of transmission

power over different smartphone types. RSSI readings have to be calibrated to the respective devices [54].
Additionally, distance measurements can be noisy due to multi-path and shadowing effects. These are caused by
signal reflection, walls and objects hindering the propagation of all wireless signals. The authors of DP-3T [122]
noted that such errors generally increase the measured distance and rarely decrease it. So instead of solving
the problem of correct distance estimation, they focused on determining if the distance is larger than a certain
threshold. For this purpose, they conducted experiments for various every-day settings [36]. With a precision of
80% and a recall of 52.5%, they were able to identify if the distance was larger than 2 m for all scenarios. Sattler et
al. [109] were able to correctly identify 100% of risky contacts with the duration of 15 min at 2 m distance, while
accepting a false positive rate of 30%. Experiments conducted with soldiers of the German army have also shown
that a mapping from RSSI to infection risk can be reasonable accurate [84].

For usability reasons it is essential that an ACT application can run in the background. Apple’s iOS restricts the
usage of the corresponding interfaces for apps running in the background, thereby interfering with co-location
detection [54]. This limitation on iOS concerns all types of sensors except those related with location tracking.

The simplicity of BLE beacons does not come without limitations. The payload in an advertisement packet is
limited to 31 bytes [13], which can be unsuitable for some cryptographic keys. This is relevant for ACT approaches
relying on cryptographic key exchanges. In the energy-saving passive scanning mode, active approaches for
exchanging data are unable to rely on the advantage of protocol confirmation messages. Approaches that rely on
multiple packets being exchanged between users depend on usage of the active scanning mode and both devices
being visible to each other for some time, a requirement that can be difficult in mobile or crowded scenarios.
Both, sending advertisement packets or scanning require electric power. Thus, a tradeoff has to be made

between saving energy and being active on the BLE band to participate in ACT and interact with all other devices.
Especially for mobile devices this tradeoff is an important part of the system design. Approaches that work with
fewer interactions (i. e., passive scanning only) can save considerable amounts of energy compared to systems
with active message exchanges.

Similarly to Bluetooth, BLE also has vulnerabilities that make it exploitable to attackers when turned on. These
are for example SweynTooth [49] and CVE-2019-2102 [1].

2.3.3 GPS, Celltower Triangulation, Wifi and Magnetometer. Bluetooth and BLE are not the only technologies
available for determining co-location. Methods like GPS [86, 103], cell tower triangulation [119], Wifi [4],
or correlating magnetometer readings [67, 91] can also be used for ACT. But all of these technologies have
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shortcomings which we will discuss in the following. GPS data is generally seen as very privacy sensitive, as
it can reveal identifying information about a person like their home and work address. At the same time, its
resolution is not fine grained enough to detect face-to-face interactions between people, especially in areas with
tall buildings or inside [70]. Covid-19 is an airborne disease, so while being in the same room as an infected
person without protection is dangerous, sitting on the other side of a wall is not. These kinds of false positive
errors are difficult to mitigate when using GPS or cell tower triangulation. Both technologies are too imprecise to
derive meaningful data about interactions of users.

Wifi, just like Bluetooth/BLE, has the advantage of being blocked by objects such as walls. While Wifi has been
widely used for indoor positioning [78], just like cell tower triangulation it requires infrastructure that might not
be available everywhere, especially outdoors or in remote locations. It is therefore not suitable for ACT, which is
required to function anywhere.

Correlating magnetometer readings of users is another passive method suitable for ACT. It requires little energy
while working indoors and outdoors. When two magnetometer readings have a similar variance during the
same time period this indicates that they were recorded at the same location. No information about the distance
between the people recording these traces can be deduced. But proximity information is crucial for evaluating
the likelihood of transmissions in an ACT setting [115]. There has been little research in the area of co-location
detection using magnetometers so far and it is not as well investigated as BLE. So while this method works in the
laboratory, reproducing the findings on large scale might be difficult, making this technology inadequate for ACT
as timely deployment is vital.

The Fluphone project tested RFID tags [48] to detect co-location. While this approach is interesting, tags need
to be distributed to all users. This overhead is considerably larger than providing an app in various app stores
and using common smartphone capabilities. Since the ID of RFID tags is static, this technology also allows the
re-identification of users, making it easy to track their location. Table 1 summarizes all mentioned sensor and
their different properties with regards to co-locations detection.

As we have seen, BLE as is the most suitable base-technology for ACT. For this reason, most systems proposed
and deployed are built on this approach to detect contacts between users. The main differences between various
approaches to ACT lie in the way how risk assessment is conducted and which parties hold relevant data. In
the remainder of this survey, we will therefore focus on works using BLE for co-location detection. Notable
approaches, which use other sensors but can be realised using BLE, are also discussed.

Sensor Precision
Distance
measurement
possible

Privacy(P)/
Security(S)
Problems

Infrastructure
required

Running in
background
(iOS, Android)

Notes

Bluetooth Good x S No, yes Active communication

BLE Good x S No, yes More efficient
than Bluetooth

GPS Not
sufficient x P Yes, yes

Celltower
Triangulation

Not
sufficient x x Yes, yes

Wifi Good x No, yes
Magnetometer Good No, yes
RFID Good x P x No, yes

Table 1. This table outlines the properties of different sensors available for ACT.
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2.4 Definitions
To ensure common understanding, we introduce the following definitions.

(1) Automated Contact Tracing (ACT) system: An ACT system consists of an app that can be installed on the
users’ mobile devices and a backend, typically a server. To function properly it is generally assumed that
the local HA operates the system.

(2) User : Users of an ACT system are people who downloaded the app and have it activated.
(3) Infected people: People are considered infected if their infection has been medically verified and reported.

ACT systems can only consider infected people who have been using the respective system before they fell
ill.

(4) Encounter : When two users Alice and Bob are in proximity of one another, this is called an encounter.
(5) Contact: If Alice is diagnosed as infected after an encounter with Bob, then Bob is called a contact of Alice.
(6) At Risk: Users are considered at risk if they have had encounters with infected people. This does not

necessarily mean that they are disease carriers.
(7) Risk Scores: Risk scores are calculated depending of the exposure of a user at risk. If the score exceeds a

certain threshold, the user is notified.
(8) Pseudonym: BLE-based approaches advertise ephemeral or static IDs. Such IDs are called a pseudonym in

this work.

2.5 Attacker Models and Types
When evaluating the security of a system, it is important to define the type of adversaries against which the system
is secured. Attackers are generally distinguished into two types. Semi-honest, also called honest-but-curious,
attackers follow the protocol but will try to learn as much information as possible. A malicious attacker has the
additional capability to forge or replay traffic. The attacker can be computationally bounded or unbounded. It is
also important to differentiate if an attack can only be conducted actively by communicating with the system or
passively, and therefore with minimal interaction. Active attacks, such as trying out all possible inputs, are more
resource intensive and easier to detect.
In ACT systems there exist several parties with different prior knowledge and capabilities:

(1) Health authority (HA): This is the public institution tasked with containing the spread of the disease. It
may have an interest in learning as much about users and infected people as possible, for instance their
relations to each other or where they have been in the past. Another possible goal is the deanonymization
of users at risk. Since infections with SARS-CoV-2, the virus causing Covid-19, have to be reported in many
countries [17, 56], it can be assumed that the HA possesses a considerable amount of information about
infected users. In some legislations it is even a crime to not support the HA during contact tracing [56].
The HA does not have an interest in blocking contact tracing or stopping risk notifications to users.

(2) Users: Users want to determine their health status. They might also have an interest in figuring out who is
infected or who infected them. It is hereby important to distinguish who an attacker focuses on: random
users, close social contacts who are regularly in presence of the attacker, or public figures which are easy
to track down by a Curious Stalker or Paparazzi. The stalker can follow victims and observe if their habits
change.

(3) Infected users: Infected people participate in most systems through having been reported to the HA by
their doctor. They have an interest to not reveal too much sensitive information about themselves to the
public and the HA, because they fear public humiliation [111] or other forms of social outcasting. But
infected users can also be malicious, by trying to figure out who they have infected.
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Fig. 2. Here the general idea of server-based ACT is visualized. Alice sends her collected pseudonyms to the server when
diagnosed as infected. The server does a risk assessment for her contacts and warns Bob.

(4) Eavesdroppers: Eavesdroppers are passive attackers that listen to communication of the protocol, both on
the wireless network as well as the communication with a centralised backend. Users, network, and service
operators can all take the role of an eavesdropper in a protocol.

(5) Service operators: The ACT service and its infrastructure can be run by the HA or by a third party such as
a contractor. Servers and cloud storage fall into this category. A service operator can try to learn general
information about users and infected people as well as their health status by observing and manipulating
data passing their system.

(6) Network operators: Network operators can have similar goals as service operators, but are only capable of
observing and manipulating data that is sent through the network.

3 SERVER-SIDE RISK ASSESSMENT
There are numerous ways how the infection risk of users in ACT systems can be calculated. From a structural
perspective, risk scores can be either determined on the server or on the client. Both approaches come with
different security risks and trust models. In this section, ACT systems using a central server for risk assessment
are discussed. Since infectious diseases are subject to mandatory reports to the HA in many countries, it is a
natural candidate to run central infrastructure for ACT. The systems discussed in this section mostly rely on
the HA to collect data from infected individuals. The HA ensures that all collected data is legitimate. This is an
important step, as false claims of infection could cause fear and chaos within affected communities.

3.1 Results Revealed to Server
One very straight forward approach to ACT is computing risk scores so that the HA learns as result of the
computation who to quarantine. In the following, we will introduce several such approaches.

3.1.1 TraceTogether/BlueTrace. The first widely deployed ACT system has been developed for the government
of Singapore [55]. The app is called TraceTogether, while the associated open source project has the name
Bluetrace [54]. End devices of users run an application which uses ephemeral pseudonyms to advertise their
presence over BLE. These pseudonyms are generated on the central server, so that the server always knows
which pseudonyms belong to which user. After some time, a new pseudonym is broadcast to ensure that users
cannot be tracked by a third party other than the HA. The app also continuously scans for nearby devices that
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advertise themselves. If another device is registered, the announced pseudonym of the other user is stored locally
for a predefined period of time. Depending on the disease, the retention period can be different and is derived
from epidemiological findings. In case of Covid-19, pseudonyms are stored for two to three weeks. As soon as a
user Alice is diagnosed with the disease, she uploads her history of observed pseudonyms to a central server. The
central server performs a lookup for all collected pseudonyms to re-identify users and calculates their individual
risk scores (see Figure 2). Risk scores can be influenced by factors like the duration of the encounter, the signal
strength of the transmission indicating proximity or the number of infected users that reported a contact with
the user at risk. If a certain risk threshold is exceeded, the server will notify the corresponding users that are
at risk. Following this notification, affected users are requested to place themselves under medical care or into
immediate quarantine. Approaches like Bluetrace have often been called centralized in the public discourse [126].
BlueTrace has been also adopted by the Canadian region of Alberta [3] and Australia [127].

3.1.2 PePP-PT. A very similar concept to BlueTrace can be found in the framework of PePP-PT [95]. PePP-PT
is a European initiative also focusing on a server-based approach. Similar to BlueTrace, the central server is
operated by a country’s HA. Pseudonyms for BLE are generated by the server and sent to the user’s device which
announces them over its Bluetooth interface. These pseudonyms are encrypted values of the user’s fixed ID. If an
infected user Alice reports herself to her country’s HA, she can transmit her list of collected pseudonyms from
the last 14 days to the corresponding server. Each of Alice’s collected pseudonyms can be decrypted by the server
that issued it and the individual risk scores of users at risk can be calculated. Users at risk are then notified with
push notifications.

Two implementations of PePP-PT exist; PePP-PT NTK [95] and ROBERT [65]. They only differ in minor details.
For instance, ROBERT uses 3DES as their symmetric encryption algorithm instead of AES. An app based on
ROBERT has been released in France under the name of Stop Covid [64].

3.1.3 Arogya Setu. The Indian government developed an app called Aarogya Setu [89] to mitigate the spread of
Covid-19. Essential parts of the app and infrastructure are not open-source and it is unclear how exactly a risk
score is determined. An analysis of the app found that GPS and BLE are used [57]. Infection chains are recorded
by sending and receiving fixed pseudonyms that are uploaded to the HA in case of an infection, as well as the
location history of the last 30 days. This allows the HA to not only notify individuals about infection risks but
also to detect events and conditions where multiple infections took place.

3.1.4 PHyCT. Another interesting BLE-based approach proposed by Jhanwar and Sarkar revolves around hybrid
ACT [68]. The authors design a system that allows the HA to identify users at risk in co-operation with the
corresponding infected individual. Before each BLE advertisement, the user creates two tuples using secret-
sharing and symmetric key encryption. First, the user’s identity is encrypted. The corresponding time-dependent
key is then split into two shares 𝑠𝐵 and 𝑠𝑈 . The first tuple, which we will call pseudonym, contains among other
things the share 𝑠𝐵 . The pseudonym is sent over BLE to all to all other users close by, who will record it. The
other tuple is uploaded to a central server. It is composed of the encrypted identity, the second share 𝑠𝑈 and
a cryptographic hash of the first share 𝐻 (𝑠𝐵). Now when a user gets infected, they upload all their recorded
pseudonyms from other users and their own. The own pseudonyms of the infected person are broadcast to all
users, so that they can check their local history to determine if they have encountered this user. A compliant user
at risk will report themselves to the HA. The HA can also extract 𝑠𝐵 for each pseudonym recorded by the infected
user and hash it to find the corresponding entry. By combining both shares 𝑠𝐵 and 𝑠𝑈 , it can now decrypt the
identity of the user at risk. This allows the HA to quickly take measures against users that are non-compliant.

3.1.5 Common Aspects and Attack Vectors. The described models for server-based ACT have similar advantages
and disadvantages. These assessments also hold for PHyCT when ignoring the broadcast of pseudonyms, which
is not necessary for ACT.
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Using the approaches described in this section, the identities of people who should quarantine are revealed to
the HA and restrictions can be enforced. No data is revealed to users other than the risk notification received
by users at risk. Recipients can only guess that they might have been infected by someone from their history
of encounters. But since proximity measurements are made independently both parties might record different
distances and an encounter might have only been recorded by one side. So simply using the own history of
encounters when trying to figure out who is the cause for a risk notification is not reliable for an attacker. This
means this type of approach protects the identity of infected individuals well against other users.

Instead, the dangers of systems revealing risk assessment results to the server lie elsewhere. Information about
the relations of users is leaked to the entity operating the servers, which is either the HA or a service operator. In
case a user is reported as a contact by several infected patients, the server can directly derive that these people
might know each other. It also learns about relations between uninfected users as the server can observe that
some users always appear at the same time in collected data sets. Using additional information such as the time
of an encounter or other prior knowledge, the specific details about the nature of users’ relations can be revealed.
While these individual relationships might seem insignificant, this attack vector allows the adversary to build a
social graph for parts of the user base.

For systems like BlueTrace or PePP-PT where the HA always knows who uses which pseudonyms, a malicious
HA could install Bluetooth sensors in popular areas like train stations and collect pseudonyms there. This allows
the HA to learn the location history of any user who passes the capture device. Depending on how tightly knit
the infrastructure of publicly located Bluetooth sensors is, the HA can follow every movement of users.
Another issue arises from the way how ephemeral pseudonyms are linked to static ones at the backend.

For example in PePP-PT, ephemeral pseudonyms are created by encrypting a static identifier. The reference
implementation of Bluetrace works similarly. If the encryption key is leaked, all identifiers issued with this key
become linkable and recorded BLE traces can be deanoymized by any eavesdropper on the BLE band. It has been
proposed to use rotating keys to reduce this threat [126]. An attacker observing the network does not learn who
is at risk. But uploads to the server will reveal who is infected if no additional measures such as cover traffic or
hiding the IP address are taken.

As explained in the introduction, it is essential that users trust the contact tracing system enough to participate
voluntarily. Many people seem to be deterred by systems they find too intrusive or incapacitating [5], such as
one where they are forced into quarantine instead of taking the decision themselves. There is also the fear that
the described server-based approaches facilitate the creation of new surveillance infrastructure that could, for
example, be used to target minorities [5, 18, 77]. These two aspects have greatly influenced the public discussion
in some European countries causing governments to move away from approaches similar to what was described
in this section [26].

3.2 Homomorphic Encryption
There are approaches to ACT which allow risk assessment done on the server or in collaboration with the
server while revealing the risk score only to the querying users themselves. These approaches leverage modern
cryptographic tools such as homomorphic encryption. Homomorphic encryption (HE) [88] describes encryp-
tion schemes which allow computation on already encrypted data. A homomorphic function is defined as
follows: Let 𝑓 (𝑥1, 𝑥2, . . . , 𝑥𝑛) be a function with 𝑛 inputs. A function ℎ is a homomorphic encryption func-
tion of 𝑓 if for an encryption function 𝑒 (𝑥) and the corresponding decryption function 𝑑 (𝑥) it holds that
𝑑 (ℎ(𝑒 (𝑥1), 𝑒 (𝑥2), . . . , 𝑒 (𝑥𝑛))) = 𝑓 (𝑥1, 𝑥2, . . . , 𝑥𝑛). In fully homomorphic schemes, encrypted data can be added or
multiplied as often as necessary. The decrypted result will be meaningful and reflect the result of the operations
conducted on the encrypted data. Some homomorphic encryption schemes are limited in the amount of operations
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on an encrypted set of data and utilize a noise budget, where each operation draws from until the operations
become unreliable when the budget runs empty.

3.2.1 EPIC. An approach to privacy-preserving ACT using HE is the EPIC framework [4]. Here, users do not
actively send out BLE pseudonyms but passively fingerprint their surrounding by capturing both Bluetooth and
WiFi beacons. Such location fingerprints captured by infected users are uploaded in cleartext to servers belonging
to the HA. Uninfected users send requests to the server to determine how similar their own location fingerprints
are to those measured by infected users for certain timestamps. The request contains the public key of the user,
the timestamp 𝑡𝑒 and an (homomorphic) encryption of the location fingerprint at 𝑡𝑒 . The server will use the
provided public key to encrypt location fingerprints with a close timestamp and then calculate a matching score.
The scores cannot be decrypted by the server. It will send the result back to the requesting user who can decrypt
it and derive their personal risk score. Users do not learn the location traces of individual infected users, but will
learn at which locations they have been close to an infected person. They can also forge their upload to verify
assumptions about the risk status of a person. Infected users can provide fake locations to drive businesses away
from certain shops or shame targets. Service and network operators are not able to learn the locations, risk scores
or health status of healthy users because data is encrypted with a secure key belonging to the user. To not reveal
a pattern, users at risk do have to continue querying the server after being diagnosed.

3.2.2 HE-base TraceSecure. Another approach using HE was proposed by Bell et al. [8]. We call this approach
“HE-based TraceSecure”. The system relies on a pseudonyms exchange over BLE. It reveals to the server (which
is run by the HA or a service operator) who has interacted with whom but keeps the health status secret from
the server and non-colluding network operators. The authors see this leakage of interactions as a feature that
can be used for building a social graph of pseudonyms. This graph is seen as a feature and can be used as part
of a privacy-preserving evaluation of social distancing policies. Users of HE-based TraceSecure learn which
pseudonym infected them.

3.2.3 Common Aspects and Attack Vectors. The approaches discussed in this section are cryptographically secure,
meaning they leak no more information than intended by the protocol. Runtime and computational overhead
on the sever remain problematic in designs relying on HE. Attack vectors based on data of infected individuals
remain as challenges that need a solution before such an approach is feasible in a real-world setup.

Another problem for HE are DDoS attacks against the central server. Due to the necessary complex operations
executed by the central server, an attacker could aim to exhaust the server’s resources by sending randomly
generated data.

3.3 Secure Multiparty Computation
Another approach how to cryptographically secure private computation on the server against the server itself is
secure multi-party computation (MPC) [114, Chapter 22]. The field of MPC deals with creating protocols for joint
computation on private, distributed data. It studies mechanisms to allow a group of 𝑛 independent participants to
collectively evaluate a function 𝑦1, . . . , 𝑦𝑛 = 𝑓 (𝑥1, . . . , 𝑥𝑛). Each participant holds a secret input, which remains
hidden to other parties but is used for computation. The participants only learn their designated final result. Any
function 𝑓 that is solvable in polynomial time can be represented as an MPC protocol [114, Chapter 22.2]. For
ACT, generally only two parties are considered, a server and a client who wants to determine their risk status.

A useful application of MPC is private set intersection (PSI). Two participants each hold a set of elements and
want to calculate their intersection without revealing elements not contained in the intersection. This type of
protocol can easily be mapped to the problem of privacy-preserving ACT (see Figure 3) .
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Fig. 3. This figure illustrates how a simple private set intersection protocol for BLE-based ACT could work. This example
does not leak the intersection to Bob.

3.3.1 Berke et al. The approach of Berke et al. [9] uses Diffie-Hellman PSI for ACT. Instead of exchanging BLE
pseudonyms, the authors use GPS traces. Coordinates are truncated and rounded so that they are represented
by single dots on a three-dimensional grid (longitude, latitude, and time). Since distance is an important factor
when transmitting the virus, for each truncated coordinate it is important to check whether the neighbouring
grid points are part of the intersection. To execute Diffie-Hellman PSI on the set of grid points, both client and
server first need to create an asymmetric key pair. Each side encrypts their set with their private key and sends
it to the other party. The recipient then encrypts the already encrypted set with their key, so now each set is
encrypted with both private keys. The server sends the set it encrypted last to the client, which then holds
both sets. The client calculates the intersection of these encrypted sets. Due to the multiplicative property of
asymmetric encryption, it is not important which key was used first. This protocol can be used to allow clients to
learn the size of the intersection, but also which of their elements appear on the servers by letting the client query
for elements individually. The server, and therefore the HA or a service operator, does not learn which data was
provided by a user. Users does not learn where infected people have been. Network operators will not know who
is at risk or diagnosed as long as infected user continue querying if they have been diagnosed. The client learns if
they are at risk and since the intersection is leaked they will also know where the encounter occurred. Since GPS
data is used, malicious users can forge input and for example provide the home address of a target. Infected users
can provide wrong locations to make certain places look bad and scare customers of local businesses.
An approach by Reichert et al., also for GPS data, works similarly. Instead of using PSI, binary search on

oblivious memory is used to determine if an element appears in the server’s set of infected users’ location
data [103]. Risks and attack vectors are the same as for Berke et al.’s solution.

3.3.2 Demirag et al. The protocol of Demirag et al. [30] uses Bluetooth/BLE to advertise a static pseudonym.
The authors do not go into detail if their system relies on regular Bluetooth or BLE. The HA server holds all
pseudonyms of people with verified infections. To figure out how many users they have met in the last weeks that
were infected, a user performs PSI with the server following the protocol of De Cristofaro et al. [27]. This protocol
only returns the size of the intersection. The system requires the central server to know relevant information
about the infected individuals, here the pseudonyms they have used in the past. The server (i. e., the HA or a
service operator) does not learn which pseudonyms the client used as input for the set intersection or if they are
at risk. The client does not learn the pseudonyms of users that are infected, not even the ones they have been in
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contact with. If infected users continue communicating with the system even after receiving a positive diagnose,
a network operator can not tell if they are at risk or even infected.

3.3.3 Epione. Epione proposed by Trieu et al. [121] also uses Bluetooth technology to exchange pseudonyms.
For each encounter both parties create a new pseudonym. They use a Diffie-Hellman based PSI algorithm to
determine the cardinality of the intersection. The algorithm is optimized for situations where the client’s set is a
lot smaller than the server’s set. This approach also uses HE for some steps. In Epione, the HA and the central
server are required to know the pseudonyms infected users have used in the past. The server, meaning the HA or
a service operator, does not learn the past pseudonyms of other users or who is at risk. The client only learns how
many risky encounters they have had but not the corresponding pseudonyms of infected users. An eavesdropper
on the network will not be able to distinguish traffic from users at risk from normal traffic, but to eliminate the
possibility of leaking data through patterns, diagnosed users have to continue using the system.

3.3.4 Common Aspects and Attack Vectors. Approaches using MPC have similar advantages and shortcomings as
those discussed in Section 3.2 using HA. The server will not learn about the data provided by the user. All MPC
protocols can be secured against malicious attacks by accepting performance penalties [50]. But attacks which
rely on uploading crafted data to the server are feasible.

Similar to HE, MPC protocols do have a significant computation and communication overhead. This results in
long runtimes. DDoS attacks against resources of the MPC server are therefore very effective. MPC protocols
often require many gigabytes of data to be communicated. This is hardly feasible on metered mobile data
connections. Mobile energy consumption is also limited due to battery sizes. More important even, the general
public acceptance of ACT relies on its usability on mobile device. There is research on PSI which attempts to take
load off the end devices [71].

4 CLIENT-SIDE RISK ASSESSMENT
A different type of ACT is based on the idea that the risk status of a user should be calculated locally on the client’s
device and not be revealed to the HA, service providers or network providers. Data passes these infrastructures,
but no information about social interactions is revealed and either infected users and/or the users at risk remain
private. This technique often requires more resources on end devices than e.g. Bluetrace [54] or PePP-PT [65, 95].
Several models using client-side risk assessment are discussed in this section. We distinguish between systems
using broadcasts, targeted broadcasts and direct messaging.

4.1 Broadcast Models
Broadcast models rely on distributing information about infected individuals to all users which do their risk
assessment locally. A simplified illustration of the idea is displayed in Figure 4. This type of ACT is often also
called decentralized.

4.1.1 DP-3T. An approach which presented several closely related designs for broadcast models is DP-3T [122].
The so-called low-cost design allows users to use an individual seed to derive a daily key. This daily key is then
used to deterministically calculate rotating BLE pseudonyms. When a user becomes infected, the daily keys for the
relevant time period are uploaded to a central server and distributed to all users. The application locally derives
the corresponding pseudonyms of the infected user and checks in its history if there has been an encounter
with any of these. A major problem with this approach is the fact that an infected user’s pseudonyms become
linkable over the two weeks before the infection. To mitigate such attacks by curious users or eavesdroppers,
DP-3T developed a second approach called the unlinkable design. Here, for each time slot a new, completely
independent pseudonym is generated. When a person becomes infected, the pseudonyms are uploaded to a server
which stores them in a global Cuckoo hash table [123]. Users will download the hash table regularly and check if
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Fig. 4. This figure visualizes the idea of a simple broadcast ACT model. When Alice is verified as infected, she will upload the
pseudonyms she advertised in the past to a server. Bob will download a list from the server containing Alice’s pseudonyms, but
also those of other infected users such as Dorothy. Checking locally against the list, he recognizes one of Alice’s pseudonyms.

any of their past encounters causes a hash collision. To ensure that the failure probability of the hashing process
remains low, the server creates a new, empty table after some time [22]. When data is uploaded, the server (and
thereby the HA or the service operator) does learn the past pseudonyms of an infected user but not with whom
they interacted. When the name DP-3T is mentioned in the remainder of the survey, we refer to the unlinkable
design unless indicated otherwise.

4.1.2 GAEN. Apple and Google, two companies together dominating the market for smartphone operating
systems, formed an alliance to present a joint approach for ACT called “Google Apple Exposure Notifica-
tion”(GAEN) [52]. They proposed and implemented a technical specification for an API similar to what has been
presented as DP-3T low-cost design and other related schemes like CONTAIN [61], East-Coast PACT by Rivest et
al. [105], and West-Coast PACT by Chan et al. [19]. Differences between these schemes and the GAEN framework
are mostly on an implementation level. While the DP-3T low-cost design derives the daily key by hashing the
key from the day before, GAEN combines the initial tracing key with the number of the day in a key derivation
function. Another difference is how pseudonyms are created. The DP-3T low-cost design derives one value for a
whole day by feeding the daily tracing key first into a pseudo-random function like HMAC-SHA256 and then
using the result as the input for a stream cipher like AES. Then the output is split into chunks of 16 bytes and
shuffled before usage. GAEN derives pseudonyms independently by feeding the daily tracing key and the number
of the current time interval into a pseudo-random function. The result is 16 bytes long and is used immediately.
Concerning realisation of ACT, the two companies insist on only providing an application for end devices but
leave setting up server infrastructure to HAs interested in cooperating. GAEN is available for Android 6.0 and up,
as well as iOS 13.6 or higher [24].

4.1.3 Hashomer. Pinkas and Ronen proposed a similar broadcast system called Hashomer which relies on an
elaborate key derivation mechanism [97]. While the keys advertised at different epochs of the same day are
unlinkable, this scheme uses a daily key that can also be published by the central server to reduce the amount of
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data to be downloaded daily by users. Daily keys from different days are also unlinkable. In Hashomer, the HA
only learns past pseudonyms of infected users but not who they interacted with.

4.1.4 Common Aspects and Attack Vectors. Approaches using the broadcast model are able to hide from the HA
the fact that someone has been in contact with a person who has tested positive. This can be an important feature
to gain users’ trust, as they are able to review warnings for plausibility and are free to decide for themselves
when it is time to get medical attention. Since the risk status is calculated locally and all users receive the same
data, service providers and network providers cannot guess a persons health status by eavesdropping. Broadcast
models have the common weakness of revealing the pseudonym and approximate time when the encounter
occurred to the user at risk. Overly curious users could try to abuse this information to deanoymize infected
people. This also simplifies attacks where a security camera is combined with a Bluetooth sensor device. Here,
the captured data allows the attacker to connect infected pseudonyms to faces.
Another issue are impersonation attacks. An infected user could upload different pseudonyms than the ones

they used themselves to make it seem like someone else is actually infected. This class of attacks requires the
attacker to gain access to recent pseudonyms of a victim, which can be obtained by sustaining physical proximity
to the targeted victim. In some cases, it is required to get access to the keys that are used for pseudonym generation.
This can only be done by breaking into the victim’s phone. A successful untargeted impersonation attack would
require the attacker to guess a valid pseudonym. This is very unlikely to happen due to the high entropy of
randomly generated pseudonyms.

Since risk scoring is done locally in broadcast-based ACT, a network operator will not know who is at risk. But
through uploads to the server, network and service operator can learn who is infected.

4.2 Targeted Broadcast
In this section we discuss approaches that use a broadcast system which allow the infected individual to pre-filter
who of their past contact should be warned. Broadcast data in these approaches is not meaningful to anyone
except the targeted user.

4.2.1 ConTra Corona. An example for the targeted broadcast approach is ConTra Corona [12]. For each epoch,
users derive a secret and a public pseudonym from a newly generated seed. The public pseudonym is advertised
over BLE, while the seed is uploaded to a so-called matching server. If a user is tested positive for Covid-19, they
encrypt all relevant recorded pseudonyms with the public key of the matching server and have HA forward
the data. The matching server decrypts the data and looks up the corresponding seed, marks it as infected
and generates the corresponding secret pseudonym. Users can either query for their secret pseudonym or the
matching server publishes them regularly. In ConTra Corona, users at risk will only learn during which time
period of an encounter occured. The security of the system relies on the fact that the HA and the matching server
do not collude.

4.2.2 Covid-Watch. Covid-Watch [25] is a project supported by the University of Stanford. The approach is
different than what was presented in by ConTra Corona but is also a form of targeted broadcast. Instead of
advertising ephemeral pseudonyms, a new random number is generated per contact event. When a user is tested
positive, they will not only upload their own numbers used in the past but also those they have recorded. These
pairs of data are then broadcast to all other users who check locally if they have a corresponding encounter stored.
When an infected user uploads their history of encounters, the server learns the unique pair of pseudonyms
of both sides. If both sides of an encounter upload their history, the server, which is run by either the HA or a
service operator, can deduce who interacted with whom and issue exposure notifications.
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4.2.3 Pronto-C2. A system comparable in concept is Pronto-C2 [6]. Here, users derive a shared key from the
ephemeral pseudonyms continuously advertised by users. This shared key is only identifiable to someone in
possession of both pseudonyms. Since pseudonyms are rather long, they are uploaded to a bulletin board and
only a link to the pseudonym is transmitted over BLE. If someone is infected, the shared key is published and
distributed to all users. The authors did not consider the need for cover traffic, so while users do their risk scoring
locally, this system leaks information. If no additional measures for hiding a user’s IP address are taken, the
storage server will learn who interacted with one-another by monitoring who reads which pseudonyms from the
bulletin board. This means the HA, the service operator and network operators might learn the social graph. But,
they will not learn who is at risk. Users of the system will know which shared key belongs to which encounter
and thereby be able to deanonymize infected users using their memory. The authors propose to use a blockchain
for the server to ensure that no already published data can be deleted.

4.2.4 Whisper. Similar to Pronto-C2 is the approach pursued by the Whisper Tracing Protocol [83]. Mobile
devices scan for other compatible BLE devices and initiate a connection. For each connection, a session key is
derived. These keys are published in case of an infection and a previous contact can query the central database.
The matching system can be run both in a central and decentral manner, i. e., the matching can be done on the
server or the end devices. This allows a trade-off between user privacy and the server being able to learn about
the epidemiological spreading of the disease. Using decentral matching, the privacy risks of Whisper are the
same as in Pronto-C2. Users will always learn which pseudonym infected them.

4.2.5 Common Aspects and Attack Vectors. In targeted broadcast systems, only the user at risk (and sometimes
the corresponding infected person) is capable to identify that a broadcast was directed at them. By that, people
who did not get close to an infected individual or for whom the duration was not long enough, will not receive a
warning. This means for example that they can not learn that someone they have seen passing by is infected. So
compared to simple broadcast approaches presented in Section 4.1, a pre-filtering of users that need to be warned
can be conducted by the infected individual.

Many risks of targeted broadcast approaches are similar to those presented in Section 4.1.4. For all systems, it
is possible to identify the infected user responsible for a warning if a user at risk uses their memory. In ConTra
Corona, instead of a direct link to the infected individual, the epoch of the encounter is leaked. This gives the
user at risk the possibility to greatly reduce the pool of people that could have possibly caused the warning.

Since the broadcast of systems presented in this section is targeted, the dedicated receiver will know that they
are at risk, even if both sides of an encounter have measured different distances to one-another.
Some targeted broadcast systems like centralized Whisper, Pronto-C2 or ConTra Corona rely on a central

party that is somewhat trusted. This is due to the fact that it can learn the underlying social graph or even parts
of identities of infected users. In ConTra Corona, preventing collusion with the HA is discussed by decentralizing
this central service to well-known independent entities. These services can perform computational work in order
to save energy on the end users’ devices.
Both ConTra Corona and Whisper present two options how users can be notified about their risk. The

information can either be returned in response to a query by the user or broadcast to all users. The first option
leaks secret pseudonyms to the HA and the service operator. This means they will learn who is at risk if no
additional measures like hiding the IP addresses are taken. Another attack vector is query timing, which allows
the HA to identify pseudonyms belong to the same user. It is also important to ensure that a positive and a
negative answer will look the same to an eavesdropper on the network. The second option where users do the
risk assessment locally does not have these privacy risks.
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Fig. 5. An example of a direct messaging approach to ACT following Cho et al. [23]. Alice collected Bob’s pseudonym 𝐵𝑜𝑏𝑡
which she uses to encrypt a message for Bob. This message is placed in the corresponding postbox where Bob can retrieve it.
After its decryption he knows that he is at risk.

4.3 Direct Messaging
Another way of doing ACT risk assessment on client devices are postbox systems which will be presented in the
following. See Figure 5 for a simplified graphical explanation.

4.3.1 Cho et al. An approach using a postbox system was first described by Cho et al. [23]. Here, users regularly
create a new asymmetric key pair and use the public key as ephemeral BLE pseudonym. The private key is stored
locally. When a person has contracted the disease, they use the collected pseudonyms of other users to notify
them. To do so, they place a message encrypted with the other user’s pseudonym into the corresponding postbox.
Users regularly check postboxes belonging to their past advertised pseudonyms to see if a new message has
arrived. The message will contain a warning but will not indicate who has sent it. This means the user at risk can
not deanonymize infected users. To ensure that the server, and thereby the HA or a service operator, cannot link
real identities with postboxes, the authors require requests to the server to be sent through a network of proxies.
To mitigate deanonymisation by a network observer which observes traffic it is also necessary to introduce cover
traffic. This means users not only send messages to others when they get infected but they also send messages
stating that they are still healthy. The server therefore only sees one user placing messages in a postbox but can
not decrypt this message and find out if the message is a warning or a decoy. One issue not discussed in this
proposal is the aspect of authenticity. Users can try to cause panic by sending “I am infected” messages to many
people without actually being at risk.

4.3.2 CAUDHT/Ovid. A system called CAUDHT, proposed by Brack et al. [15], is based upon the approach
described above and solves the authenticity problem. Here, blind signatures are used to ensure that only sick users
are able to warn others. When a user Alice becomes infected, she fetches a blind signature [20] 𝑠𝑖𝑔𝐻𝐴 (𝑃𝐴𝑙𝑖𝑐𝑒 )
for each of her past pseudonyms 𝑃𝐴𝑙𝑖𝑐𝑒 from the HA. This step has to be additionally secured using permission
tokens issued by the local doctor when test results are positive. Each permission token can only be used for one
blinded message to prevent linkage of signatures. To notify an an at-risk contact Bob, Alice places an encrypted
message in the postbox corresponding to the pseudonym 𝑃𝐵𝑜𝑏 which she recorded. The message is encrypted
using 𝑃𝐵𝑜𝑏 (which is also a public key) and contains the pseudonym 𝑃𝐴𝑙𝑖𝑐𝑒 , which Alice advertised at the time of
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the encounter, as well as 𝑠𝑖𝑔𝐻𝐴 (𝑃𝐴𝑙𝑖𝑐𝑒 ). Bob collects the message, decrypts it locally, and validates the signature
inside by using the HA public key. For giving users access to their postboxes, a distributed hash table is used.
Similarly to Cho et al., cover traffic can be created at random by any user. When a message is passed to the DHT,
the network only sees a user placing a message in a postbox, but can not verify if the message contains a warning.
Since the HA’s only task is issuing blind signatures, it does not learn additional information about infected users
or who is at risk.

CAUDHT was improved by the authors with Ovid [102]. Since the DHT is prone to Sybil or Eclipse attacks, it
was removed. The server only accepts signed messages and combines postboxes into postbox channels. This
provides deniability to the user and additional cover traffic. Additionally, the infected persons pseudonym was
removed from the message format to provide more privacy.

4.3.3 TraceSecure. Another message-based ACT protocol inspired by Cho et al. is message-based TraceSecure [8].
This protocol relies on multiple non-colluding parties: the HA, the government and, for some cases, a messaging
service. When joining the system, users have to (anonymously) send their seed used to derive ephemeral BLE
pseudonyms to the government. In return the user is given a static ID which they can use to check with the
messaging service if new messages have arrived. When a user is diagnosed as infected, they notify all past
contacts individually by having the HA relay encrypted messages to the government. Each message contains
an observed pseudonym. Since the government knows the seeds from which pseudonyms are generated, it can
derive which static IDs need to be warned. It places corresponding messages in the messaging service so users can
receive them. This system requires cover traffic on the path from the government to the user, so the messaging
service and a network observer do not learn who is infected. Since the HA holds the seeds for all users, it can
derive a user’s current advertised pseudonym and use this information for tracking. But it does not know who
received a warning and is at risk. The government learns the static ID of infected users and people they have been
in contact with. The privacy of users relies on the server not being able to link this static IDs to real identities.
Users in this system only learn that they are at risk but no additional information and can therefore not conduct
meaningful attacks.

4.3.4 Common Aspects and Attack Vectors. Deducing health status from traffic patterns is a big problem for
systems relying on postboxes, therefore cover traffic is required. But allowing arbitrary traffic makes mitigating
spam difficult. Attackers can try to congest a specific postbox so that the corresponding user will not be able to
receive valid messages for their pseudonyms.

5 FUNCTIONALITY ASPECTS
Aside from determining a single users risk, there are various functionalities that an ACT system needs to provide.
There are also features which enhance the capability of an ACT system by fulfilling additional needs of users or
the HA. In the following, we will discuss functionality issues as well as additional features and how they were
integrated by ACT systems. Table 2 provides an overview for the topics discussed in this section.

5.1 False Positives and False Negatives
An issue often mentioned when discussing the applicability of ACT are false positives and false negatives. A false
positive in the case of ACT can belong to one of two categories. One option is that the situation for an encounter
did not occur at all. In the other case, the ACT system detected an encounter even though the transmission of
the disease is highly unlikely, e. g., when two users were separated by a wall. Reasons for such errors can be
manifold. To minimize the number of false positives based on distance, one option is to lower transmission power
or improve the model for distance estimation, e. g., by having the sender provide information about its current
transmission power or by calibrating the sender [54]. To ensure that an encounter was actually relevant, it is
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important that only those with a significant time span are taken into account. For example, PePP-PT NTK [95]
has conducted field trials investigating different phone positions and distributions of people. DP-3T focuses on
detecting if distance is more or less than 2m instead of measuring the real distance [38].
In the case of false negatives, risky encounters might not be detected. This means users who are at risk are

warned by the system. Here, the solution would be to increase transmission power while ensuring that other
measures are in place to mitigate false positives. The balance between both types of errors is important [65].

5.2 Pseudonym Rotation
How often pseudonyms are switched is one issue common to all BLE-based ACT systems. To mitigate tracking,
pseudonym advertising epochs are generally kept short. But switching pseudonyms too frequently can become
an issue when uploading data in case of an infection. ConTra Corona [12] uses the longest duration with 45
min. This is due to their secret sharing scheme for pseudonyms that requires other users to have recorded at
least 15 broadcasts. Tracesecure (both designs) discuss a value between 20-30 min. The authors of DP-3T [123],
BlueTrace [54], Robert [65], Epione [121] and West-side PACT [19] consider an epoch length of 15 minutes. The
duration of 15 minutes is also the rotation period for device addresses in Bluetooth as of version v5.1. This means
choosing a smaller value does not improve privacy but increases the amount of data to be communicated [65].
GAEN [51], East-side PACT [105] and PHyCT [68] use a period of 10 minutes. As GAEN is proposed by Google
and Apple, its developers did not have to consider existing values for device address rotation as they can simply
change these. Hashomer [97] uses a time frame of 5 minutes. A small value for the rotation period improves
security, as it makes location tracking harder. At the same time, depending on the system design a small value
can make it more difficult to recognize relevant encounters.

5.3 Authenticating Uploads
ACT systems require an interface to both the testing infrastructure and to the users to distribute meaningful risk
notifications. Ensuring that a user is indeed infected while ensuring privacy is an important aspect. If there is no
control over who is capable to upload data into the system, trolling and planting fake data becomes possible. This
makes warnings issued by the ACT system unreliable. The simplest solution to this problem, taken for example
by Epione [121] and ConTra Corona [12], has health care providers collecting data from infected individuals
which is then uploaded to the server. This way the system can be sure that as long as the health care providers
are trusted, the uploaded data is authentic. Most ACT approaches [6, 15, 52, 54, 65, 95, 105, 121, 123] use token
systems that allow infected users to upload their data to the server after having received confirmation from a
doctor. GAEN relies on doctors to provide their diagnosed patients with a verification code to enable uploads [53].
The authors of DP-3T discuss multiple types of token systems for upload verification [41]. Tokens can either be
handed out when the infection is verified or if an additional activation mechanism is used, at the time of testing.
Another option mentioned by the authors is that users commit data when being tested which will be uploaded
later. It they test positive, the HA authorises the upload. This mechanism ensures that the data is not tampered
with after the infection is verified. This also stops users from giving their upload token to others.

Some approaches like CAUDHT/Ovid [15] and Pronto-C2 [6] use blind signatures to prove to users that a
message was sent by infected individuals. This means the user can be certain about the authenticity of a warning.
In this situation, a hacked malicious server (without access to the HA’s private key) can only delete warnings but
not insert new ones. For the HA to know who to issue blind signature for, again a token based access mechanism
is used.

CONTAIN [61] solves the issue of authenticating uploads by having infected users generate a new public key
pair that will be signed by the HA to create an infection certificate. This certificate can be provided on upload to
verify the infection. To ensure privacy, this mechanisms relies on non-collusion of HA and server.
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5.4 Verifying Encounters
Imagine a black market where people offer money for faking encounters of a target person Tiffany with infected
people. Someone who knows they are infected can alter the data they upload so it looks like they have had an
encounter with Tiffany. The attack can be stopped by having Tiffany check if she has recorded a corresponding
event. This is done by design by broadcast-based ACT systems where the advertised pseudonyms of infected indi-
viduals are published, so all the broadcast systems mentioned in this paper [19, 52, 61, 97, 105, 123]. CAUDHT [15],
Pronto-C2 [6] and Whisper [83] have similar sanity checks. Server-based approaches, like BlueTrace [54], PePP-
PT [65, 95] or PHyCT [68] do not defend against this attack since risk scoring is done by the server. Here, a
malicious infected user can upload pseudonyms of the target Tiffany. The server will recognize the pseudonyms
and send a notification to Tiffany. She will not be able to tell the difference between a misbehaving server, fake
data inserted by other users and a real warning. The same goes for ConTra Corona [12], except that the server
only publishes the user’s warning identity instead of sending a message.

Liu et al. [80] propose their own solution to the problem of verifying if a close contact actually occurred. When
users have an encounter of meaningful duration (e.g., 15 minutes) they initiate an active exchange over Bluetooth
to swap identifiers and signatures. Later, zero-knowledge proofs are used to demonstrate to the HA that an
encounter actually occurred. Many designs do not want to use active protocols as this can make it easier for an
attacker to exploit the device (see Section 2.3) [6]. This approach has therefore not been employed by any of the
ACT systems discussed in the survey.

The authors of Epione [121] use cryptographic hashes to tackle the problem of verifying encounters. Users
compute a daily hash for their history of contacts which they upload to the server. To verify the hash, a zero
knowledge proof has to be used. This mechanism ensures that an attacker can not forge queries or only use a
subset of the data.

5.5 Incomplete Reports
Users want to have control over what they report, so that no sensitive data is leaked. They can always turn off
BLE when they do not want any data to be collected. Whether or not an infected user provides their data for ACT
is mostly voluntary. Some, like East-Cost PACT [105], Hashomer [97] and Pronto-C2 [6], additionally consider
the option for users to only upload some data to the server. While being a privacy feature, this leaves room for
extortion. An infected people could blackmail others by threatening them to include their data in their upload to
the HA.

5.6 Proving Risk
It has been suggested that users who have received a warning should have a right to be tested. This is especially of
interest in places where testing capacities are sparse. For systems which employ server-side risk assessment and
reveal the results to the server, such as BlueTrace [54], PePP-PT [65, 95] and PHyCT [68], it is easy to determine
who is eligible for a test. The servers provide some degree of validation.

For systemswhere the server is not informed about results from risk assessment, the process is more complicated.
Even if a user receives a notification, they have to prove they are not simply forging encounters and notifications
to get tested. For systems that rely on asymmetric key cryptography, the possession of a private key corresponding
to an at-risk public key can be used as proof. This applies for CAUDHT/Ovid [15], the proposal of Cho et al. [23],
Pronto-C2 [6] and message-based TraceSecure [8].
To prove exposure, Hashomer [97], which falls in the group of broadcast approaches, derives one part of

the advertised pseudonyms from a verification key. This key is later uploaded to the HA if the user becomes
infected. Users that want to prove they are at risk can present the corresponding collected pseudonym. Using the
verification key, the HA can figure out if the collected pseudonym belongs to an infected person. This approach
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opens up new ways for the HA to derive relations between users and does not prevent the transfer of known
infected pseudonyms to other users.

The authors of ConTra Corona [12] propose to incorporate a random value 𝑢 into all pseudonyms that can later
be presented in a non-interactive zero-knowledge proof to the HA to verify ownership. To discourage people
from giving away their proof, 𝑢 can include a timestamp and the user’s real identity.
The authors of DP-3T [123] mention that the use of cryptographic primitives makes it possible to include a

feature for proving one’s risk. But since their main focus lies on retaining interoperability with the GAEN API
by Google and Apple, they only discuss mechanisms that rely on the integrity of the ACT application and are
therefore easily circumvented by a tech-savvy user.

5.7 Dealing with International Travel
To facilitate cooperation between different states, PePP-PT includes a system for federation between different
HAs [65, 95]. A country code is added to the pseudonymwhen it is transmitted. BlueTrace also supports federation,
in a similar manner [54]. DP-3T [37] pays particular attention to the aspect of interoperability across borders,
allowing users to enter regions they will travel to or have returned from. When diagnosed as infected, users
upload their history. If they indicated a travel, the backend will communicate the pseudonyms of the user to the
backend responsible for that specific region. The mechanism requires backends to trust one another to function
properly. GAEN [98] is capable of providing tracing internationally for all region specific apps that build on its
API.

5.8 Performance Considerations
There are multiple aspects, apart from false positive/negative rates and key rotation, which are relevant when
discussing the performance of ACT systems.

5.8.1 Runtime. Runtime on the mobile end devices varies greatly between different groups of contact tracing
systems. Approaches that do not use any kind of complex cryptography can be expected to perform rather well.
For this reason, many systems did not perform distinct runtime measurements. Regarding approaches using HE
or MPC, we will only talk about Epione [121] as it has the best performance of those discussed in this survey.
The used setup were two servers (Intel(R) Xeon(R) E5-2699 v3 2.30GHz CPU and 256GB RAM) and a cache. The
authors did not use a smartphone as client device but a computer with the same specifications as the server. The
evaluations are built on the assumption that the server receives 106 pseudonyms each day, which corresponds
to 5000 new cases a day. Users get a new pseudonym every 15min and query once per day. The authors were
able to achieve a client-side runtime of 121ms and a server-side runtime of 1635ms. They required 37MiB of
network traffic per user. This indicates that cryptographic approaches are feasible but not scalable for nation-wide
deployment.

5.8.2 Storage. Most ACT approaches require large server storage, either to do risk assessment or to hold data
which will be transmitted to the users. As uploaded data becomes irrelevant after 14 days for the purpose of
contact tracing, data retention periods can be short.

Regarding client-side storage, the authors of DP-3T [123] come to the conclusion that their various approaches
require between 4.8MB to 6.9MB of storage for received pseudonyms. This assumes that received data has to be
stored for 14 days, that keys are 48 bytes long and an estimate of 140k different observations are made in that
time. Users generally also have to store their own pseudonyms of the last 14 days, but depending on the scheme
this is in the range of a few kB to MB.

5.8.3 Bandwidth. Performance issues of broadcast-based systems stem from the large amount of data that has to
be downloaded daily. The authors of Hashomer [97] calculated that 5.4MBytes of data have to be downloaded
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by users daily if 1000 people are newly infected per day. To reduce this, they suggest instead of sending keys
for each epoch, keys for each day can also be used. Their system supports both types. In the case of daily keys,
the amount of data is reduced to 224KBytes. The authors of DP-3T [123] come to the conclusion that serving
the daily download requests is easily manageable using a CDN. For 1000 new cases they are far below 1MB of
communicated data for all of their designs.

5.8.4 Cryptography. The authors of BlueTrace [54] found out that creating pseudonyms on the device greatly
increases the computational requirements. They therefore decided to compute them online and have users fetch
new pseudonyms regularly. To deal with client side pseudonym generation, Hashomer [97] uses symmetric key
instead of public key cryptography. Expensive functions that require costly HMAC operations are run less often.

5.8.5 Battery. Running an application in the foreground can be very costly. As we have seen earlier in Section 2.3,
to run BLE scanning in the background required special permissions and changes to the operating system.
Otherwise the battery is drained or, in the case of iOS devices, scanning does not work at all. Google and Apple
are the two main providers of operating systems for smartphones worldwide [85]. Since they have implemented
their own background API following a broadcast-based design, any other application not using this API effectively
drains the battery.

Name Authenticating
Uploads

Verifying
Encounters

Incomplete
Reports

Proving
Risk

International
Travel

BlueTrace/
TraceTogether [54] Tokens HA knows Supported

PePP-PT [65, 95] Tokens HA knows Supported
PHyCT [68] HA knows

Epione [121] Doctor collects data,
tokens

Cryptographic
hashes

DP-3T [123] Tokens Locally Verifying integrity
of app Supported

GAEN [52] Tokens Locally Supported
CONTAIN [61] Infection certificate Locally
East-Coast PACT [19] Allows
West-Coast PACT [105] Tokens Locally
Covid-Watch [25]
Hashomer [97] Locally Allows Verification key
Cho et al. [23] Correct private key
CAUDHT [15] Tokens, blind signature Locally Correct private key
Ovid [102] Tokens, blind signature Correct private key
Pronto-C2 [6] Tokens, blind signature Locally Allows Correct private key
TraceSecure [8]
(message-based) Correct private key

ConTra Corona [12] Doctor collects data Zero-knowledge
proof

Whisper [83] Locally
Table 2. This table summarizes additional functionalities of ACT systems.

6 PRIVACY AND SECURITY DISCUSSION
In this section, we discuss security and privacy aspects that can potentially arise in all BLE-based ACT systems.
First, attacks and defense mechanisms concerning BLE-based proximity detection are discussed. Next, several
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types of impersonation attacks are presented. Metadata can also leak information, therefore countermeasures are
evaluated from both a design as well as an operational security perspective.

6.1 Attacks against BLE
Here, problems with and attacks against BLE are discussed in more detail.

6.1.1 Jamming. Companies or individuals wanting to stop contact tracing on their premises can block the
exchange of pseudonyms by jamming the respective channels. This attack is easily mounted with additional
equipment as shown by Xu et al. [129] and can not be mitigated [40].

6.1.2 Storage and Power Drainage Attacks. Another simple attack targets the exhaustion of battery power and
storage of the end device by sending large amounts of BLE beacons [58]. This might make the ACT system
unappealing to users, hindering widespread adoption [69, 124]. This attack is easy to mount as only devices
capable for sending BLE messages are needed, as shown by Chen and Hu [21]. Uher et al. demonstrated that
denial of sleep can be used to drain the battery of BLE receivers [124]. An additional antenna to increase the
attackers reach can make this attack more effective. One solution used by BlueTrace [54] for filtering incoming
broadcasts and finding new devices is to use a black list. GAEN [52] takes a sample of beacons at least every 5
minutes. The service responsible for handling received advertisements is specifically designed to be able to deal
with large volumes of data. This is also relevant for when the user visits public spaces. GAEN also proposes using
duplicate filters of the Bluetooth controller and hardware filters to deal with the problem. To circumvent the
duplicate filter, an attacker would need to change their MAC address for every packet.

6.1.3 Linking Advertisements. When an end device advertises itself, a MAC address is also part of the transmission.
This MAC address changes regularly. To ensure that linking of different pseudonyms of the same person is not
feasible, it is important to change the MAC address at exactly the same time when the pseudonym is rolled over
to its successor. This feature requires support by the operating system [54, 123]. It has since been implemented
by Google and Apple [51]. The DP-3T consortium did experiments to verify that this attack vector is mitigated
now [39].
By measuring the time between the announcements of pseudonyms, it is possible for an attacker to find out

which successive pseudonyms belong to the same person. A simple solution proposed by West-Coast PACT [19]
is to synchronize switching of pseudonyms between all users. Since this requires somewhat synchronized clocks
in all end devices, it has instead been proposed to add jitter to the intervals between announcements [58]. This
method is used by ConTra Corona [12].
Another point when trying to mitigate linking attacks is to consider the RSSI data. These proximity mea-

surements allow an attacker to determine if two successive pseudonyms originated from the same approximate
location. Gvili [58] proposes to have senders vary the signal strength in a way that makes it difficult to deduce
the location of a user from only few samples. No ACT system discussed in this survey takes measures against
this variant of linking attacks.

6.1.4 Passive BLE-band Eavesdroppers. A passive eavesdropper can collect pseudonyms over BLE and use these
later to deanoymize users. An attacker needs enough financial resources to install the required infrastructure in
highly frequented public places. Some infrastructure might already exist due to digital billboards being equipped
with BLE sensors. This attack works especially well in systems where used pseudonyms of infected individuals
are published to allow local risk scoring. Most systems labeled as broadcast-based [19, 52, 61, 97, 105, 123] in
this survey as well as PHyCT [68] fall into this category. Baumgärtner et al. conducted experiments for GAEN
and were able to derive for infected user a coarse location history [7]. One mitigation measure is beacon secret
sharing as proposed by the authors of DP-3T [123]. Here, instead of advertising the pseudonyms, only fragmented
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shares of pseudonyms are broadcast. The other side needs to collect a certain number of shares to deduce
the sender’s actual pseudonym. It therefore becomes difficult for a publicly located BLE receivers to collect
meaningful pseudonyms from people who are simply passing by. ConTra Corona [12] improves this idea. The
authors discovered that once the pseudonym that is shared changes, contacts with sufficient duration might not
be recognized. They therefore make time slots of sequential pseudonyms overlap so that always two pseudonyms
are advertised at the same time. Additional measures have to be taken so that the receiver knows which shares to
combine to get a valid pseudonym.

Systems where communication is direct or that require the infected user to provide the pseudonyms of encoun-
ters are immune to this eavesdropping attack. Since a passive eavesdropper does not send out pseudonyms, they
can not be contacted by the infected user. This is the case in the approaches of Cho et al. [23], CAUDHT/Ovid [15],
Pronto-C2 [6], Whisper [83], ConTra Corona [12] and TraceSecure [8]. The designs of BlueTrace [54] and
PePP-PT [65, 95] are also resistant against this attack.

6.1.5 Active BLE-band Eavesdroppers. An attacker might not be satisfied with passively collecting pseudonyms
and instead equip each of their BLE devices located in public spaces with the targeted contact tracing app. This
way, a passing user will also collect a pseudonym originating from the attacker’s BLE device. Since public places
are usually crowded and most ACT systems change pseudonyms regularly, detection is unlikely. Even worse,
if security cameras are equipped with ACT applications, exchanged pseudonyms can be linked to surveillance
footage. This makes infected individuals easily deanoymizable at a later point in time using corresponding video
recordings. This attack (with or without surveillance footage) is only slightly more complex to mount than the
one presented in Section 6.1.4. ACT approaches where users do not learn which pseudonyms from their history
of encounters belongs to an infected person, such BlueTrace [54] PePP-PT [65, 95], TraceSecure [8], the approach
of Cho et al. [23], Ovid [102] and ConTra Corona [12], are safe against this attack. Generally, all approaches
discussed in this survey which were labeled as broadcast systems are vulnerable to this attack, as well as some
message-based approaches. Although having centralized aspects, PHyCT [68] can also be subject to this attack.
Secret sharing of beacons does help here for users who are at the location only for a short period of time. The
number of shares is an important parameter to consider, as more shares means higher privacy, but also might
harm utility.

6.2 Impersonation Attacks
Apart from attacking the physical BLE layer, an attacker can also try to gain sensitive information by impersonating
others.

6.2.1 One Contact Attack. Assume an attacker wants to find out if a target person Tiffany will later be diagnosed
as positive. They could create a new account just for an encounter with her. If they later receive a risk notification,
the attacker knows that Tiffany triggered it. One way to mitigate this attack would be to make the creation of
a new account difficult, for example by installing CAPTCHAs or tying participation in the system to a phone
number. The first method is used for example by Robert [65], the second one by BlueTrace [54] and ConTra
Corona [12].
The authors of Robert [65] discuss another solution which is simple to implement for server-based ACT

approaches. They propose probabilistic notifications, where for a small percentage of requests the server receives
from clients for risk scoring, it always replies with a warning. This increases the false positive rate but provides
plausible deniability. Users of Robert are also allowed to ever only receive a single positive answer, afterwards
the account will be deactivated. This makes it difficult for the attacker of launching multiple one contact attacks.
Another solution proposed by Gvili [58] applicable to all types of ACT is to ensure that a user is always

protected by 𝑘-anonymity. If less than 𝑘 distinct BLE advertisements are detectable, end devices create cover
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traffic to make it look like more users are in the general area. An observer will not be able to determine which
transmissions come from which users, especially if the signal strength is varied. To the knowledge of the authors
this has not been adapted by any ACT system discussed in the survey.

The authors of DP-3T [35] and ConTra Corona [12] have proposed remote attestation as mechanism to increase
operational security. Operating systems allow backend servers to verify the integrity of devices and applications
that want to communicate with them by using Google SafetyNet or iOS DeviceCheck. These mechanisms allow
the identification of altered apps, which are needed for the execution of a one contact attack if there are other
users around.

Epione [121] suggests rate limiting the the number of queries that can be sent by a user in ACT systems that
rely on queries to the server. They also discuss uploading a daily cryptographic hash over the encounter history
using a Merkle tree to ensure that not only a subset of encounters is used in a query.

6.2.2 Replay and Relay Attacks. One way for an attacker to make random people believe they are infected is by
recording pseudonyms and replaying BLE messages. Messages can for example be collected at high risk areas
like a testing center and be emitted at a different location frequented by a certain target or demographic. Using
a dedicated antenna, the attacker can receive advertisements within 20-100m range [123]. To limit the impact
of replay attacks most approaches [19, 65, 68, 97, 122] encode the epoch of the encounter in the transmitted
pseudonym. BlueTrace [54] and PePP-PT [65, 95] can check when an encounter was recorded and whether the
recorded pseudonym was actually in use at that time. It has been argued that replaying a single pseudonym might
not be sufficient to surpass the threshold duration and be counted as close contact. Broadcast systems allow
users to check themselves if they recorded a corresponding encounter for this time slot. The unlinkable design of
DP-3T also cryptographically links pseudonyms with their epoch [123]. Some approaches like CAUDHT [15] and
Pronto-C2 [6], include the sender’s pseudonym at the epoch of the encounter or a distinct shared key to allow
the receiver to do a similar check. This requires (loosely) synchronized clocks, but even deviations of several
minutes are acceptable.

The situation is different when the attacker relays the collected pseudonyms during the same epoch in which
they were collected. A practical relay attack was conducted by Baumgärtner et al. for GAEN [7]. As mitigation,
Vaudenay [125] proposes to switch from passively exchanging pseudonyms through broadcasts to an active
protocol. This is done by the Whisper protocol [83]. It has been warned that an active exchange of messages is less
secure than one-way communication where users simply send advertisements and listen to other advertisements
as it opens the door for new types of attacks against the end device [6]. Energy consumption also increases in
such a scenario.
Some works [58, 96] propose to use coarse (GPS) location data in the broadcast of the pseudonyms. This

allows the receiver to figure out if the sender is actually close. A similar solution is also used by Hashomer [97].
They introduce a message authentication code to prove the authenticity of the geo-location encoded in the
BLE message. The BLE message can also indicate that no location information is available by using a specific
pseudonym. If the majority of users do send location information over BLE, relay attacks are mostly mitigated.

6.3 Metadata
An important aspect of operational security is to check whether metadata can leak information that is intended
to remain secret.

6.3.1 IP Address Leakage. Many ACT systems rely on the IP address not to be leaked when communicating with
central infrastructure. Users of a system where risk assessment is done on the server might have an interest in
not revealing their identity directly to the server. In broadcast-based systems users might not want to reveal
the fact that they participate. Also, depending on the actual authentication mechanisms, users might want to
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ensure that uploaded data (like past pseudonyms) is not linkable to their identity. For this purpose anonymisation
networks like Tor [33] or mix networks [28] can be used. This is employed by Cho et al. [23], CAUDHT/Ovid [15],
Pronto-C2 [6], ConTra Corona [12] and CONTAIN [61]. If users use such a network when communicating
with the server, it will not learn their real IP addresses (and thereby their identity) as they are hidden by a
cascade of proxies. While Tor-like anonymisation infrastructure is vulnerable against timing attacks conducted
by adversaries capable of monitoring large parts of the network [92], mix networks do not have this drawback,
but are slower at delivering messages.
Another option to mitigate IP Address leakage is used by message-based TraceSecure [8]. Here, a messaging

service receives encrypted messages by the government and lets users download the ones that are designate for
them. To ensure privacy, the message service is not allowed to collude with the government service placing the
messages.
Epione [121] takes a different approach to the problem. The assumption is that the health care provider (for

example the facility where the user got tested) knows the infected user’s identity. The infected user can therefore
freely communicate with the health care provider and upload their encrypted data there. The health care provider
will collect data from multiple infected users and shuffle before uploading everything to the server responsible
for ACT. The health care provider works as anonymisation proxy and is therefore not allowed to collude with the
ACT server.

6.3.2 Traffic Analysis. Anonymisation networks do not only hide IP addresses but also stop an attacker who
observes the network from finding out who is infected or at risk. Cho et al. [23], CAUDHT/Ovid [15], Pronto-C2 [6],
ConTra Corona [12] and CONTAIN [61] use Tor or mix networks to avoid traffic analysis. But anonymisation
networks are known to have performance and scaling issues [41]. The authors of PePP-PT NTK argue, that
the current Tor network is not equipped to support the expected user basis of an ACT system [95]. Therefore,
mechanisms are proposed which leak the users IP address, but still defend against network observers. To ensure a
network observer does not learn if an upload contains real data which indicates that the sender is infected, DP-3T
regularly uploads dummy data [35]. If a user is diagnosed and uploaded their real data, it is necessary that the
app continues downloading keys and making fake requests. Message-based TraceSecure [8], Cho et al. [23] and
CAUDHT/Ovid [15] also use cover traffic to hide which messages are real. HE-based Tracesecure ensures that
both, a warning and an empty message are transmitted and hides uploads of infected users in the daily uploads.
Other cryptographic approaches such as Epic [4], Reichert et al. [103] and Demirag et al. [30] do not leak data
while processing daily user requests but do not specify how infected users provide their data. Not securing this
path allows an network observer to identify infected individuals. Epione [121] and Berke et al. [9] safeguard the
upload process and are therefore not subject to traffic analysis attacks.

6.3.3 Leakage through Upload Timing. Another type of metadata that might be used to derive information about
users is timing. When uploading data that should not be linked by the server, it is necessary to also induce jitter.
This is for example done in Robert [65] to break the link between two uploads from the same infected user.
The authors also consider mix networks and additional servers with secure hardware modules for this purpose.
Additionally to jitter, mix networks and onion-routing, Pronto-C2 [6] suggests that cover traffic is helpful to
defend against this type of linking attacks. It becomes unclear for the attacker which data is real. This method
can only be applied to systems where the server can not tell real data from decoys. CAUDHT/Ovid [15] and the
approach of Cho et al. [23] also fall into this category. Epione [121] solves this issue by having the health care
provider collect data from multiple infected users and shuffles them before uploading. This stops the ACT server
from knowing which data points belong to which user.
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6.4 Hacking, Backdoors and Malware
ACT systems generally rely on apps being installed on the user’s smartphone. Like in any kind of IT environment,
both underlying hardware and software can be vulnerable. Therefore regular updates are mandatory to ensure
privacy. To guarantee that no other installed applications can spy on the ACT app, it has been suggested that
employing Trusted Platform Modules (TPM) would help [125]. Remote attestation mechanisms available in most
smartphones are also useful to detect hacked devices [35].

But hackers can also attack servers directly and use log files to identify infected users by the IP address of their
upload. To prevent this kind of privacy leak, East-Coast PACT [105] recommends not maintaining logs that might
leak the identity of infected users. The authors also suggest that relying on anonymisation networks does hide
information in log files which might be of interest for hackers. This approach is also used by CAUDHT/Ovid [15],
CONTAIN [61], ConTra Corona [12] and Pronto-C2 [6]. DP-3T relies on the fact that dummy traffic used to
defend against network observers will also hide real uploads in log files [35].
Users’ trust is an important building block of ACT systems. It has often been argued that making code open

source is a requirement to ensure that an ACT system is trustworthy [12, 23, 61]. Having code freely accessible
allows independent security researchers to check that no backdoors have been implemented and that the app
is not actually malware. Open source code is available for BlueTrace [54], PePP-PT NTK [95], Robert [65], DP-
3T [122], Hashomer [97] and Covid-Watch [25]. Additionally to having code freely available, independent audits
are necessary to ensure that not some different code is used to run the backend servers or to build the application.
The authors of PePP-PT NTK [95] discuss the usage of trusted execution environment on the server side to verify
to users that the source code running is the same as the one that is openly available.

7 CONCLUSION
In this paper we classified automatic contact tracing systems based on where risk scoring occurs. Table 3 provides
a compact overview of all discussed approaches. For server-based risk scoring approaches we distinguished
between approaches revealing the risk score to the server and systems that use cryptographic primitives such
as MPC or HE to ensure the users’ privacy. For ACT systems where risk scoring is done on the end devices we
identified broadcast and targeted broadcasts models, as well as the direct messaging approach. For all groups we
identified common attack vectors and discussed mitigations. It remains to be seen if automated contact tracing
lives up to the expectations and how feasible the different types of systems are in real-world settings.
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Table 3. Overview of contact tracing approaches. (1): Gives pseudonym of infected person and thereby time of encounter. (2):
Gives time of encounter. (3): Cryptographic overhead on end devices. (4): Cryptographic and polling overhead on end devices.
(5): Not specified how data from infected users is collected.

Name
Trust
model for
server

HA
can
track
users

Results
revealed
to HA

Infected
users can
be de-
anonymized

Computation
intensive

Defense
against
traffic
analysis

Notes

TraceTogether/
BlueTrace [54] Trusted x x

PePP-PT
(NTK [95],
Robert [65])

Trusted x x

Aarogya Setu [89] Trusted x x GPS+BLECe
nt
ra
l

PHyCT [68] Semi-honest x (1)

EPIC [4] Semi-honest x (5)

HE, Passively
collected Wifi
and Bluetooth
Data

HE-based
TraceSecure [8] Semi-honest x Not applicable HE

Berke et al. [9] Semi-honest (1) x Not applicable GPS, MPC (PSI)

Reichert et al. [103] Semi-honest/
malicious (1) x (5) GPS, MPC

Demirag et al. [30] Semi-honest x (5) MPC (PSI-CA)

Se
rv
er
-s
id
e

Cr
yp

to
gr
ap
hi
c

Epione [121] Semi-honest/
malicious x Not applicable HE+MPC (PSI-CA)

DP-3T [122] Semi-honest (1) (3) Cover traffic
GAEN [52] Semi-honest (1) (3)
CONTAIN [61] Trusted (1) Proto 1: (3) Tor
East-Coast PACT
(Rivest et al.) [105] Semi-honest (1) (3)

West-Coast PACT
(Chan et al.) [19] Semi-honest (1) (3)

Br
oa
dc
as
t

Hashomer [97] Semi-honest (1) (3)

ConTra Corona [12] Trusted x (2) Tor Non-colluding
parties

Covid-Watch [25] Semi-honest (1) (3)

Pronto-C2 [6] Semi-honest (1) Tor Blockchain
or server

Whisper
(central) [83] Trusted Partially (1) Active Protocol

Ta
rg
et
ed

Whisper
(decentral) [83] Semi-honest (1) Active Protocol

Cho et al. [23] Semi-honest (2) (4) Cover traffic
and Tor

CAUDHT [15] Semi-honest (1) (4) Cover traffic
and Tor Uses DHT

Ovid [102] Semi-honest (4) Cover traffic
and Tor

Cl
ie
nt
-s
id
e

M
es
sa
gi
ng

TraceSecure
(messaging
approach) [8]

Semi-honest x Partially (2) Cover traffic Non-colluding
parties
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